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          Product: Linux/C++ PDFNet

Product Version:

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Obtain Page dimensions of multi page PDF’s

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

We are currently using SaveAsXFDF to obtain field properties (field names, x/y coordinates etc.) but I don’t see page dimensions in the extract data. How can we get this information?

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          The following sample shows how to iterate the pages of a PDF file.
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As for getting the page dimension, to match up with what is in the XFDF you would use the following 3 API calls.

Rect cropBox = page.GetCropBox();
double unrotatedPageWidthInPts = cropBox.Width();
double unrotatedPageHeightInPts = cropBox.Height();
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          Thanks Ryan . Side question: Do you know which .NET nuget package I should if I want to try this in .NET? I see three different nuget packages:

PDFTron.NET.x64

PDFTron.NETCore.WIndows.x64

PDFTron.NetFramework.x64
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          This post explains the different packages.
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    What Nuget packages does PDFTron have for servers? Apryse SDK
  

  
    Note that PDFTron has other Nuget packages for other products, such as Android and Windows Mobile UWP. This post is just about desktop and server packages. 
PDFTron.NET.x64 
Linux/macOS/Windows .NET Core 2.1+ 64bit applications 
This is the primary package going forward, and will work on Linux/macOS/Windows and will support the current .NET runtimes such as netstandard2.1 and net6.0. 


PDFNet 
Windows .NET Framework 4.5.1+ 32bit and 64bit applications. If you only need 64bit binary then see pac…
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